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Abstract: The degree of complexity in forest management has increased in the last few decades, not 

only due to the inclusion of specific new issues (e.g., climate change, social protection, etc.), but also 

because these new, as well as classic, issues have to be dealt with in a context characterised by 

multiple conflicting criteria that are evaluated by different stakeholders. Nowadays, the 

multicriteria issue enjoys a relatively sound tradition in forest management. However, the 

consideration of several stakeholders, which requires the formulation of management models 

within a collective decision-making setting, is not that advanced. This paper aims to provide a 

critical overview of forestry case studies that have been published in primary journals and that deal 

with multiple criteria and several stakeholders. Based on this overview, some highlights of the most 

promising methods were obtained, and recommendations for the fruitful use of these combined 

methodologies for dealing with numerous types of forest management problems are provided. 

Keywords: forest management; multiple criteria decision-making; group decision-making; 

participatory decision-making 

 

1. Introduction 

In many current forest management scenarios, there is an unquestionable need to incorporate 

criteria of very different kinds, i.e., economic, environmental, social, etc., into the decision-making 

process. This is mainly due to the fact that modern societies demand various types of goods and 

services from forest systems. Thus, economic profitability, carbon uptake and biodiversity 

conservation make up a small sample of those aspects requested, despite their being, to some extent, 

contradictory. For instance, the strategies optimising economic profitability clash with the 

maximisation of the carbon uptake, with biodiversity conservation and so on [1,2]. The complications 

arising from the existence of several conflicting criteria have increased in the past few years due to 

the considerations or viewpoints on these criteria of the individuals or social groups potentially 

affected by the decision-making process implications (i.e., the so-called stakeholders).  

Against this background, there is need for a precise integration of multicriteria methods with 

those belonging to disciplines such as group decision-making (GDM) and social choice. It is inevitable 

that a confident merging of methods belonging to these two disciplines is required to successfully 

deal with many current and relevant forest management problems. This necessity is especially crucial 

within a sustainability scenario. After all, the very conceptualisation of sustainability implies the 

contemplation of several criteria within a well-defined social context [3]. 
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Indeed, the incorporation of multiple criteria into forest management can be considered to be a 

well-established field, with many theoretical and successful applications [4,5]. However, the use of 

GDM methods in forest management or, lesser still, the simultaneous use of both methods (i.e., 

modelling a forest management problem with multiple criteria within a collective decision-making 

context), is not very well ensconced [6]. 

In this context, the purpose of this paper is to provide a critical overview of forest management 

case studies published in primary journals using simultaneously, in one way or another, multiple 

criteria and GDM methods. The main features of these case studies will be commented on and 

critically evaluated. In this way, the pros and cons of the different approaches most widely used will 

be highlighted. Based on this analysis, some recommendations for the rational and simultaneous use 

of multicriteria optimisation and GDM models in forest management will be obtained. Hopefully, 

these results will encourage the sensible use of this new and promising method for realistically 

dealing with forest management problems formulated at any hierarchical decision-making level. 

2. Theoretical Framework 

2.1. Related Studies 

Some works appearing prior to our research should be mentioned here [5,7,8]. However, these 

papers focus on the use of multiple criteria decision-making (MCDM) techniques in forestry, only 

indicating possible linkages with GDM techniques. Other authors also integrate decision support 

systems (DSSs) into their analysis [6,9–11]. It should be noted that the latter paper analyses MCDM 

and DSSs within a participatory context. 

Following with significant precedents, Table 1 shows several reviews published in the past 10 

years, indicating for each one the MCDM technique most frequently used as well as the percentage 

of papers focusing on GDM approaches. This table was set up to enable a comparison of the MCDM 

methods most widely used in works jointly employing GDM approaches. 

Table 1. Percentages of GDM and multicriteria techniques most used in different reviews analysed. 

Review Authors Year %GDM MCDM 

[5] Diaz-Balteiro and Romero 2008 20 AHP 1 

[12] Ananda and Herath 2009 10 MAUT 2 

[10] Segura et al. 2014 30 AHP 

[7] Udhe et al. 2015 58 AHP 

[8] Ezquerro et al. 2016 13 AHP-ANP 3/MAUT 

[4] Belavenutti et al. 2018 15 GP 4 
1 AHP: Analytical Hierarchy Process; 2 MAUT: Multiattribute Utility Theory; 3 ANP: Analytic Network 

Process; 4 GP: Goal Programming. 

Neither in the reviews previously analysed nor in those classified in Table 1 have authors 

analysed the main features of the respective case studies, where the method used is illustrated with 

the help of a practical example. It is important to point out that, generally, the reviews in the forestry 

sphere published up to now do not evaluate the characteristics of the case study in which these 

techniques have been applied. Based on the above, there are two main objectives of this work: first, 

to analyse, within the forestry environment, the studies in which, based on GDM and MCDM 

techniques, there is an interaction with more than one decision-maker and, second, to analyse in 

depth the main aspects of the decision-making process, taking into account aspects such as the 

number of interactions with decision-makers (DMs), how the criteria are chosen, and the main 

features of the DMs. 

In the following sections, the methodology by which articles were selected is explained; 

subsequently, the results obtained are shown and classified into three groups according to the 

techniques employed, the characteristics of the participatory process conducted in each article, and 

the main features of the decision-makers involved in the process. 
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2.2. Participatory Decision-Making Methods 

To classify the methodologies, in this section, the basic ideas of the techniques most used in the 

articles reviewed are described. These participatory decision-making techniques are aimed at by 

reaching a consensus among all the stakeholders involved in the underlying forest management 

problem. Such consensus can be obtained by resorting to any method for aggregating the preferences 

of each stakeholder implicated in the decision-making process.  

With the intention of classifying the methodological tools most applied in the articles included 

in this review, the first discriminatory element lies in the cardinal or ordinal character of the 

preferences provided by the stakeholders. After that, the MCDM techniques used are described and 

a brief explanation of the interaction techniques most widely used is provided. 

2.3. Group Decision-Making—Classification Based on the Nature of the Information of Preferences 

The classification proposed in this block is based on the nature of the information of preferences 

from each decision-maker. This will be classified into ordinal information (normally expressed in a 

ranking of alternatives) and cardinal information (typically collected in a value or utility function or 

in a priority vector defining a weights system). In the case of ordinal information, the stakeholders 

only have to express the different alternatives in order from best to worst, without specifying the 

intensity of preferences that they would assign to each of them; this is something that is done in 

cardinal information. 

Exceptionally, the Delphi method [13] does not include any of the following classifications since 

it is a method for achieving consensus on a particular topic through the use of rounds of questioning 

of experts in the field [14], and it is not classified as the previous one, either as ordinal or cardinal. 

Starting from three crucial features (anonymous response, iteration and controlled feedback and 

statistical group response), the first step in the Delphi method is having a group of 

experts/stakeholders answer questionnaires on a certain subject. After tabulating their responses, 

feedback is given anonymously to the entire group. In the second round of the Delphi method, the 

experts are requested to revise their answers and to comment on the group’s responses. After new 

feedback is given to the group, the process continues until a convergence of opinion is reached. 

Ultimately, a final group response is statistically compiled using the results of the process [15]. 

2.3.1. Ordinal Information 

Ordinal information regarding a finite set of alternatives is usually expressed in the form of a 

ranking. We shall distinguish between two scenarios: 

1. Only part of the information contained in the ranking is used in the aggregation process—for 

instance, the information relating to the best alternative. This scenario is the case of voting 

methods. 

2. The entire ranking is used in the aggregation process. This is the case of social choice rules. 

Voting Methods 

Voting is a simple, well-known, conventional way to obtain ordinal information on individual 

preferences with which, subsequently, large-scale or small-group decisions are made. Although in 

all voting methods, each stakeholder is implicitly using a ranking of the set of alternatives, the only 

information finally employed corresponds to the alternative occupying the first position.  

Voting methods are common in forestry participatory decision-making; by these methods, the 

stakeholders’ preferences are obtained and included in the forest planning process [16]. Their 

practical use in forestry does not technically differ from their use in other fields [17]. As a particular 

voting method, approval voting is one in which each member can vote for all the alternatives that 

he/she wishes and can use more information than merely that of the best alternative [18]. It does not 

require any classification of options [19] or any ranking of the alternatives [20]. The voters reveal their 

options by saying yes or no, casting a vote on each alternative [17], the winning alternative being the 
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one with the highest number of votes received [21]. This introduces an alternate conception of voting 

as veto. 

Social Choice Rules 

When the full ranking of alternatives is used, we enter into the so-called field of social choice 

[18]. The decision based on social choice rules requires the voters to declare their preferences in the 

whole set of alternatives. According to Kangas et al. [21], the primary objective of social choice is to 

define the collective ranking from individual ones. 

Borda’s rule of social choice is perhaps the best known. It starts from scoring the alternatives for 

each decision-maker, giving the highest score to the best alternative and the lowest to the worst: to 

the best alternative, n points are usually assigned, to the second one n – 1 and so on. The final score 

of an alternative is obtained by adding up the scores given by the decision-makers, with the winning 

alternative being the one obtaining the maximum final score [17]. 

Another social choice rule is based on the Condorcet functions, choosing the best alternative by 

examining all the pairwise comparisons from each individual stakeholder [22]. The score of each 

criterion is given by the number of times that it is classified as being higher than another [23]. The 

alternative selected according to the Condorcet criterion would be the one that exceeded any other 

candidate by a simple majority [18]. 

2.3.2. Cardinal Information 

Some more sophisticated GDM models require stakeholders to supply information on the 

intensity of their preferences. Providing information of that nature is rather difficult and demands 

certain rationality traits in the stakeholder [24]. 

Cardinal information is usually gathered in the form of a utility function or of a vector of priority 

weights. Let us focus on the latter case, emphasising the rating method and pairwise comparison 

method, where a finite set of alternatives is considered. The rating method is similar to the ordinal 

ranking method in the sense that all indicators are judged by their relative degrees of importance, 

indicated by “scores” instead of a cardinal rank [25]. 

Additionally, the pairwise comparison method is commonly used to quantify priorities among 

the alternatives considered. In its more extended version, it is known as the “analytic hierarchy 

process” (AHP), a multiple criteria decision-making methodology widely used [26]. The latter 

consists of classifying alternatives/criteria [27], comparing them two by two and employing a scale 

introduced by Saaty [28], which indicates how many times one alternative/criterion is more important 

or dominant than another [29]. 

2.4. Multicriteria Decision-Making Methods Hybridised with GDM Techniques 

Due to the proliferation of other reviews in the forestry sphere, in which MCDM techniques 

hybridised with GDM techniques have been explained in depth [3,6,13,30], here, no detailed 

descriptions are provided. However, in some cases, a bibliographic reference directly linked to the 

forestry environment is provided. 

2.4.1. Discrete Methods 

The discrete methods used in multiple criteria problems are characterised by the presence of a 

finite number of alternatives, in accordance with the level of fulfilment of the criteria considered. In 

this work, we employed the same classification of discrete methods used in Diaz-Balteiro et al. [3]: 

outranking methods (preference ranking organisation method for enrichment evaluation 

(PROMETHEE), novel approach to imprecise assessment and decision environments (NAIADE) and 

elimination and choice-expressing reality (ELECTRE)); hierarchical methods (analytic hierarchy 

process (AHP) and analytic network process (ANP), in relation to which the authors in Schmoldt et 

al. [31] compiled multiple applications of these techniques in forestry); and average optimisation 

(weighted arithmetic mean (WAM), weighted geometric aggregation (WGA), multiattribute utility 
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theory (MAUT), multiattribute value theory (MAVT), heuristic optimisation method (HERO), simple 

multiattribute rating (SMART) and stochastic multicriteria acceptability analysis (SMAA)). 

2.4.2. Continuous Methods 

Continuous methods in multicriteria problems refer to situations where the feasible set is 

implicitly defined by a set of constraints (rigid or flexible) [32,33]. The continuous methods detected 

in this work are goal programming (GP), compromise programming (CP) and multiobjective 

programming (MOP). 

2.5. Interactive Methods 

To enable information on the DMs’ preferences to be obtained, and even to explore a priori the 

existence of a consensus, different interactive techniques are carried out. By means of an interactive 

method, more than one point of view is shared, and the DMs examine them with the intention of 

broadening their knowledge by a dialogue [34]. Normally, out of the DMs’ discussions, a consensus 

is achieved through which the objectives to be reached are common to all of them. Sometimes, 

through brainstorming, a face-to-face discussion is triggered between individuals with the aim of 

generating ideas [35]. Constant meetings are held to provide information to the participants before 

they have to make decisions. As many studies have reported, face-to-face contact is perhaps the most 

potent means of communication [36].  

Another frequently used interaction technique is a survey, which can be performed in person, 

via e-mail or via a posted letter. The survey’s aim is to obtain individual information (quantitative or 

qualitative) from a specific group. Thus, all the individuals are asked the same questions [37]. The 

questions included can be open or closed questions or both, and can be direct or indirect. For the 

same purpose, but in a different interactive mode, interviews are conducted personally. On the other 

hand, the group work and field trips are meetings between people, in which the objective is to solve 

a problem through dialogue. In the case of fieldwork, these meetings are held in the area in which 

the problem has arisen, so that the decisions made are based on concrete, real facts that can be 

handled and dealt with personally. 

3. Materials and Methods 

Before explaining how the articles included in this work were found, it should be mentioned 

that the primary hypothesis tested in this work is that of demonstrating that the hybridisation of 

MCDM and GDM techniques is strongly increasing in the forestry sphere. 

First, to be able to analyse the different study cases, an extensive review of the literature, 

published up to 31 December 2017, was carried out. This exhaustive task was done by making use of 

the Web of Science Database. In this database, two searches were conducted using the keywords 

indicated in Appendix A. In these searches, only scientific articles present in that database were taken 

into account, excluding other articles, book chapters or books. At the end of the searches, 1226 articles 

were obtained. 

Taking into account these 1226 articles, there was a selection process (Table 2), of which the 

objective was to obtain articles in which one (or several) study cases were analysed by simultaneously 

using GDM and MCDM methods. In this first phase, we excluded 893 articles because 559 of them 

did not apply MCDM techniques, 40 articles (fundamentally reviews) did not incorporate a case 

study, and, as a result of both searches, 294 were identified as duplicates and were only counted once. 
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Table 2. Article selection. 

Articles identified using the Web of 

Science database 
1226 

Reasons for 

exclusion 

No MCDM = 559 

Reviews = 40 

Duplicates = 294 

    

Preselected 333 
Reasons for 

exclusion 

No case study = 12 

No MCDM and GDM = 

169 

No download = 10 

No English = 3 

No forestry = 5 

After this first phase, 333 articles were obtained and analysed in detail. Twelve did not refer to 

any case study, and 169 did not use MCDM or GDM methods, so these were excluded. Moreover, 

there was no access to 10 of them, so these could therefore not be analysed (they were not available 

online, and, despite requesting them from their authors, no reply was received); three articles were 

written in a language other than Spanish, English or Portuguese, and five of them were outside the 

forestry context. 

After compilation of all articles, we proceeded to define the aspects that would be taken into 

account. Thus, the published articles were classified in terms of the year of publication and the sphere 

of the problems analysed. In the same direction, the GDM technique and the interactive method most 

widely used were identified. In addition, DSSs (a computerised combination of methods, models and 

database components) were also considered to find out whether there was a relationship between 

GDM-MCDM methods and DSSs. For some authors, e.g., those of Borges et al. [38], an active 

involvement of stakeholders in a DSS is a positive condition. Finally, works in which computer 

programmes were applied in the decision process were identified. 

With regard to the stakeholders’ participation, how criteria can be fixed and whether a 

consensus process should be set up to establish them were determined. Likewise, the number of 

criteria used was analysed, and the origin of the preferences was classified into two categories: 

individual, if the preferences of each DM were obtained, or group, when the total amount of DMs 

was found. As for the decision-makers, the terms most frequently employed to refer to them were 

determined. Similarly, the characterisation of the main stakeholders, their numbers, and the types of 

interactions implemented were established. Although, rigorously, decision-makers and stakeholders 

are different entities, and several taxonomies can be provided to distinguish them, our criterion was 

to maintain how the stakeholders have been mentioned and characterised in each paper reviewed. 

4. Results 

Results were obtained by taking into account what the authors stated in the papers analysed. 

Thus, criteria used to determine the topic of the problem or the type of stakeholder, for example, were 

chosen so as to maintain what the authors provided in each paper. 

4.1. Techniques Employed 

Following the results shown in Table 2, 134 articles were obtained (Appendix B), and these 

articles constitute the base of the work in this review and are analysed next. Articles were published 

between 1992 and 2017, and publications significantly increased in 1998, as shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. Number of articles published. 

In relation to the problems most frequently addressed (see Table 3), 78 of them (i.e., 58% of the 

total) were forest management issues. The second most frequent type of problem was related to 

sustainability (22% of the total). Ten percent of the articles referred to industrial forest plantations, 

and 9% to cases concerning forest conservation issues. Various themes appear in other articles 

(biodiversity, climate changes, restoration, etc.), but with a lower number of cases. By way of 

example, works, such as Mikkilä et al. [39], simultaneously refer to forest management and forest 

plantations and were therefore computed in both fields. One exception produced in that analysis, 

and which occurred repeatedly, was that a higher summation was obtained than the total articles 

analysed, as most of the case studies comprised more than one characteristic or attribute. For that 

reason, in the following tables, the totals may exceed the number of articles considered. 

Table 3. Topic of the problem analysed. 

Problem Topic Papers Included 

Forest management 78 

Sustainability 29 

Industrial forest plantations 13 

Forest conservation 12 

Ecosystem services 7 

Social problems 7 

Biodiversity 6 

Environmental 4 

Roads/infrastructures 3 

Climate change 3 

Urban problems 3 

Restoration 2 

Table 4 shows the breakdown of works, hybridising GDM techniques with MCDM techniques 

and the interaction methods applied in each study case. What drew our attention was the frequent 

use of pairwise comparisons in the GDM techniques, since the latter was employed in 89 of the 134 

study cases analysed (66% of the total). Of these 89 cases, 78 employed AHP, which is thus the 

multicriteria technique most commonly used in GDM problems. 
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Table 4. Participation methods. 

Group Decision-

Making Techniques 

Papers 

Included 

MCDM Method 

Employed as GDM 

Techniques 

Papers 

Included 

Interaction 

Method 

Papers 

Included 

Delphi method 3 Discrete Methods 196 Questionnaires 37 

Ordinal Information  Outranking methods  Survey 36 

Ranking 33 PROMETHEE 6 Software 30 

Voting/Scoring 14 NAIADE 1 Interview 24 

Approval voting 8 ELECTRE 1 Discussion 8 

Borda 6 Hierarchical Methods  Group work 4 

Cardinal 

Information 
 AHP 78 Meetings 6 

Pairwise comparison 89 ANP 1 Field trips 2 

Rating method 6 Average Optimisation  Brainstorming 1 

Condorcet 5 WAM 76   

  MAUT/MAVT 21   

  HERO 6   

  SMART 5   

  SMAA 1   

  Continuous Methods 20   

  Goal programming 11   

  
Compromise 

programming 
7   

  
Multiobjective 

programming 
2   

Another characteristic taken into account was the use of DSSs in the problems in which GDM 

techniques and MCDM were employed. Of the 134 articles analysed, their authors refer to DSSs in 22 

of them (16% of the total). Similarly, in 30 cases, a computer programme was used in the decision-

making process. In 15 of those 30 cases, Geographic Information System (GIS) tools were used. 

4.2. Participatory Process 

Regarding the selection of criteria (Figure 2) employed in each case study, they were previously 

predefined in 33 of them and were not chosen by the DMs involved. However, in 59 studies, the 

criteria were determined through interactions with the DMs, and a consensus was finally reached in 

the election of those criteria. The method used for criteria selection was not specified in 42 of the 

studies. 

Figure 2. Criteria selection method. 1 SWOT analysis: Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, Threats. 
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A discussion was the approach most frequently used for determining the relevant criteria (24% 

of the total). Additionally, in 27 articles (20% of the total), a consensus was obtained through those 

discussions. These consensuses were obtained based on the information supplied by the different 

authors, who expressly mentioned this fact. In short, there may be cases in which a consensus was 

reached but not reported by the authors, and, for this reason, the consensus was not counted as such. 

In the studies analysed, other methods for determining criteria were detected: they were not 

employed in more than five articles or they were annotated as “others”. With regard to the number 

of criteria used (see Figure 3) in the different works, in 66% of them, between 2 and 10 criteria were 

applied, whereas in the remaining 34%, there were more than 11 criteria. 

 

Figure 3. Number of criteria used. 

With respect to the elicitation of preferences (Table 5), this was usually done on an individual 

level and then aggregated (90% of the total) against the 10% corresponding to collective ones. It 

should be noted that, in several articles, both preferences were employed when performing more 

than one interaction. 

Table 5. Type of preferences. 

Preferences Papers Included 

Individual 127 

Collective 13 

4.3. Results Related to the Decision-Makers 

One peculiarity included in this review was the use of specific vocabulary (Table 6), quantifying 

the terms most used. Thus, of the 134 articles examined, in 73% of them, the term “decision-maker” 

(DM) was employed most. This percentage was very similar to the term “stakeholder”, mentioned in 

64% of study cases. Another term, “expert”, was referred to in 46% of the papers. 

Table 6. Terminology employed. 

Term Papers Included 

Decision-maker 98 

Stakeholder 86 

Expert 62 

Respondent 4 

Interest group 3 

Another aspect examined was the type of stakeholder selected to conduct the analysis (see Table 

7). Through this analysis, it was ascertained that in 51 of the 134 articles analysed, government or 

public administration officials were selected as a source of information, thus becoming the most 

frequently consulted stakeholders. The number of stakeholders belonging to each type is quite 
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account, since, in 43 articles, their opinion was recorded. In contrast, in 37 of the articles, ecologists 

took part, and in 34, the local population was considered. In 22 articles where the term “experts” 

referred to DMs, the type of expert was not specified. The opinions of scientists, technicians and 

foresters were used in a smaller proportion than those mentioned previously. 

Table 7. Type of stakeholders selected. 

Type of Stakeholder Papers Included 

Government—public administration members 51 

Private owners 43 

Environmentalists 37 

Local stakeholders 34 

Experts 22 

Scientists 22 

Forest industry members 21 

Technicians 19 

NGOs 1 19 

Academics 17 

Farmers 14 

Hikers or recreationists 14 

Tourists 13 

Hunters 7 

Business owners 6 

Students 5 
1 NGOs: non-governmental organisations. 

In the same way, evaluating the number of DMs interacting in each process was considered 

essential (Figure 4). In 39% of the cases in which a single interaction occurred, the number of DMs 

oscillated between 2 and 9. On the other hand, of the cases with a second interaction, 43% contained 

between 10 and 50 DMs. Finally, there were only four cases where three or more interactions carried 

out. It should be noted that the summation of the number of DMs used in each interaction is less than 

134 because the exact number of DMs participating in the analysis was not specified in all the articles. 

 

Figure 4. Number of decision-makers (DMs) in each interaction. 

It is essential not only to take into account the number of decision-makers involved in each 

interaction but also to compute the number of groups involved in the different decision-making 

processes (Figure 5). This figure clearly shows how the most common method is to resort to a single 
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number of groups increases. 
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Figure 5. Number of groups in each study case. 

Finally, a crucial question pertains to the nature of the articles analysed. Thus, the distinction 

between demonstrations and real-world applications could be useful to contextualise the type of 

problems to which these hybrid techniques are applied. Our results show (Table 8) that the number 

of papers involving real-world problems is substantially lower compared to those involving 

illustrative examples, research projects and pilot studies. 

Table 8. Nature of case studies (%). 

Type of Problem % Case Studies 

Illustrative examples, research projects, pilots 61.2 

Real world problems 15.7 

Not applicable 23.1 

5. Discussion 

First, it is important to highlight the most frequent results obtained in each section. Generally, it 

can be said that the context of the problem most widely addressed is forest management, mostly 

applying pairwise comparisons within an AHP format to obtain the most satisfactory results. The 

number of criteria ranges between two and 10 and is obtained interactively from a number of DMs 

of between two and nine, and these DMs are united in a group and are interacted with once or twice. 

This study demonstrates an increase in works published in the past few years in which GDM 

and MCDM methods are used together. Thus, according to the results given in the above section, the 

number of articles published between the years 2013 and 2017 is three times that of articles published 

from 1998 to 2002. This fact is further verified in Diaz-Balteiro et al. [3], a study related to 

sustainability issues, and in Velasquez and Hester [23], wherein the use of these techniques is shown 

to have significantly increased as new methods were developed. Similar to the works of Kabak and 

Ervural [32] and Bruña-García and Marey-Pérez [40], it can be seen how these approaches have been 

employed more consistently since the year 2000. In view of these results, and those obtained in the 

reviews revised, it can be considered that GDM and MCDM hybridisation is in the process of 

becoming a fruitful and consolidated methodology. 

One aspect that needs to be kept in mind is the application of computer programmes to forestry 

participatory problems. Thus, the authors in Hujala et al. [41] investigated this and found that five of 

the 32 cases analysed used MCDM methods, i.e., 16%, only slightly lower than the 21% obtained in 

our work. These data show that there has not been any significant increase in the use of computer 

programmes, a counterproductive fact according to Martins and Borges [42]. In effect, those authors 

[41,42] emphasise the fact that setting up technological platforms could promote the effective 

integration of new methods and tools. On the other hand, some authors [11] consider that maps or 

diagrams of the case study are more favourable for helping stakeholders to better understand the 

conflict posed. As for possible relationships between GDM and MCDM methods with DSSs, no 

reliable conclusion has been reached, since DSSs have only been detected in 16% of the articles 

analysed. This is in disagreement with the opinions of some authors [10,43], given that in 84% of the 
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articles analysed no DSSs were employed; such authors insist on the idea that hybrid methods (GDM 

+ MCDM) ought to be integrated into the DSSs. 

With regard to the participatory techniques used in forestry works, there is a striking difference 

in the results obtained in Khadka et al. [44]. In fact, in that study, surveys were made in 4% of the 

studies compared to 27% administered in this review. This is also the case for the results of Esmail 

and Geneletti [45], who confirm the use of interviews and questionnaires in 8% of the works analysed.  

The multicriteria technique analysis most used, an aspect that has been extensively studied in 

other works [3,7,8,10,12], was AHP and has been applied in 84 reported cases. This result coincides 

with that obtained by Diaz-Balteiro et al. [3], in which it is shown that the two techniques most 

commonly employed are AHP and weighted arithmetic mean (AWM), in opposition to Esmail and 

Geneletti [45], the authors of which conclude that the multicriteria methodology most used in the 

past 20 years is weighted linear combination (WLC). The authors in de Castro and Urios [30] report 

that only 15% of the articles studied apply AHP or ANP. Coinciding with the results obtained in this 

review, the authors in Diaz-Balteiro et al. [46] confirm that goal programming was the method most 

frequently used to deal with continuous problems in forest management. 

Regarding participatory approaches, the authors in de Castro and Urios [30] performed an in-

depth analysis and pointed out an increase in the use of AHP or ANP between 2004 and 2007, albeit 

with a decrease from 2008 onwards, which, according to the authors, is the result of decision-making 

processes with a high degree of collaboration, which are laborious and costly in terms of time and 

resources. However, these data do not correspond to those obtained in our work, since starting from 

2002 the use of participatory approaches in forestry issues was found to have significantly increased 

up to now. Concerning criteria election, Esmail and Geneletti [45] stands out. The authors found that 

49% of the cases analysed use predefined criteria that had not been elected by members involved, 

whereas in our analysis, this figure was 25%. Finally, the authors in Martins and Borges [42] indicate 

that, if the decision-makers are examined, identifying the stakeholders is a necessary measure, as they 

are now beginning to actively participate in the planning process. In Khadka et al. [44], in 26 out of 

32 articles analysed, information from a government authority was taken into account. 

Finally, we cannot recommend any specific hybrid method because how an aggregation rule can 

be implemented for a set of individual preferences is still a wide open issue [47], as we have shown 

in Table 4. However, following Diaz-Balteiro et al. [48], the “pairwise” comparison format could be a 

clever option for aggregating the preferences of the stakeholders considered. This task is inexpensive 

from a computational perspective [49,50], and the AHP has been used in many GDM problems 

compiled in this document. 

6. Conclusions 

In this review, the joint use of GDM and MCDM methods in forestry was analysed, and it is clear 

that this type of methodology is significantly increasing. In fact, in the year 2000, publications of this 

sort started to become more abundant, leading to the conclusion that the simultaneous use of both 

techniques is in a process of consolidation, especially in works in which forest management cases are 

studied. 

Based on the results obtained, it can be deduced that AHP is the technique most applied in these 

hybrid models, although this does not mean that it is the only one using a pairwise comparison 

format in GDM problems in the forestry fields, as has been shown above. It can be assumed that the 

number of decision-makers is related to the number of interactions, since the higher the number of 

interactions produced, the lower the number of decision-makers interacting with the decision-

making process. As for the terminology used, the term preferred in referring to the members involved 

is “decision-maker” (DM). It is worth noting that the social groups most considered in the 

participatory process are the local or national governments as well as public administration officials 

and private owners. 
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